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more than suggestions, wide arched doorways cut in them giving
a view from one end of the car to the other. A corner of the radio
cubicle was curtained off as a toilet.
On the walls hung portraits of King Haakon and Queen Maud,
which Amundsen had had on the Fram in Antarctica. There was
also a picture of the Virgin, which the Italians installed. The Pope
gave the Italian members of the crew a special audience in Rome
before their departure and blessed for them medallion pictures of
the Madonna, which they wore on chains around their necks. Most
of them also wore bracelets with gold identification tags. For a
good-luck piece, on the wall hung, pressed between panes of glass,
a four-leaf clover given to the expedition by Major Scott, the British
dirigible pilot.
We had all been coached in advance in the safety rules for the
flight, and a copy of these rules was pinned up in the cabin. Nothing
was ever to be thrown overboard. The propellers were all aft of the
car and, when spinning, might be shattered by even a small object
hitting them. No one could walk on the keel gangway except on
rubber soles, for fear of striking sparks in an atmosphere of petrol
vapour and escaping hydrogen. No smoking, of course. For hot
food we must rely entirely on the coflee and soup in the Thermos
flasks. We carried Primus stoves, but they were in the rigging, to
be used only if we were forced down.
To spare every ounce of weight we could for the fuel, we all
agreed in advance not to carry any extra clothing or personal effects
beyond what could be put into an ordinary rucksack. Our riggers,
for instance, dressed in overalls and canvas sneakers, though they
had warm flying clothes over them. I wore only slacks, flannel shirt,
and sweater, but over them I had on Byrd's polar-bear trousers
and my own reindeer parka. Most of us in the cabin had on
ordinary town shoes, but in the cabin were big canvas over-shoes
filled with senna grass, into which we could thrust our feet. Never-
theless, the temperature remaining low during the entire flight, we
all suffered more or less from cold, especially when in fog. When
the sun shone it warmed the canvas sides of the car a little.
Having made such sacrifices, taking with us not even an extra
pair of socks apiece, we were rather startled to see General Nobile
climb aboard, carrying his little terrier Titina done up in a dog-

